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Who’s SQALogic?
SQALogic is a company working in the information technology sector, and more
specifically, dedicated to software quality assurance. Since 2012, SQALogic has
developed its activities on the Quebec, Canadian and American market.
Recognized as a center of expertise and a training center in the making, our
company promotes best practices in software quality assurance.

Guide Summary
This guide is intended to provide more information about our InternLogic program
to interested parties, including clients interested in welcoming interns through the
InternLogic Program (the “Guide”). The Guide is presented in the form of
questions and answers designed to describe how the InternLogic Program
operates. Thus, the Guide has no legal value; it is not a contract, but a functional
description. We refer you to the applicable contracts for more details on the legal
aspects.
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InternLogic Program : What’s that?
The InternLogic Program aims to allow a young graduate prepare for employment
or to be supported during employment in his role as a software quality assurance
specialist through the support of mentors and experienced professionals who are
made available to the apprentice by SQALogic, under a service contract with the
intern's employer (the “Client”).
The InternLogic Program is therefore a tripartite agreement, which involves
SQALogic, a recent graduate and a client. It acts as a hybrid program integrating
an employment agreement in an educational context. This includes mentoring and
support from SQALogic to the Intern so that the latter develops his skills within the
framework of the Client's needs, in particular through integration into the
workplace.

Why use InternLogic Program ?
The potential benefits vary from Client to Client. The InternLogic Program offers,
in most cases, the following advantages:
• Fulfilment of new positions with external subject matter expert support, thus
promoting the implementation of processes and knowledge appropriate to the
creation of these positions;
• Mitigate the impacts of an early departure by a senior employee through
continuity provided by SQALogic;
• Address the talent shortages in the field, and the difficulties associated with
recruitment;
• Enable the Client to obtain talents that better meet their needs, without having
to bear the financial burden of senior employees, who may be overqualified
for the needs;
• Enable the Client to improve its business processes as well as the quality of its
software, in particular in order to meet market requirements;
• Establish a permanent and long-term solution which may prove to be more
viable than using external services;
• Promote information security by limiting the sharing of trade secrets and
sensitive information with external services through internal positions;
• Develop and maintain in-house the expertise required for the Client's
products;
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• Address the lack of practical experience of young graduates in specialized
areas.

How is the Intern selected ?
The Intern is pre-selected by SQALogic. However, since the objective of the
InternLogic Program is the long-term integration of the Intern into the Client's
workplace, we recognize the importance for the Client to choose his employees,
in particular according to his values and organizational missions as well as than its
current needs. In order to reconcile these interests, SQALogic validates, first and
foremost, the needs of the Customer through discussions and exchanges. This
preliminary step is also used to determine, by mutual agreement between the
Client and SQALogic, the appropriate duration of support by SQALogic with the
Intern, which may vary from 6 to 24 months.
When this phase is completed, SQALogic searches for the appropriate candidate
and submits his application to the Client who has a right of refusal. During the
recruitment phase, both the Client and SQALogic may decide to unilaterally
terminate the Statement of Work that binds them, without consequence. Thus, if
no candidate is satisfactory, the Client can terminate the engagement without
having to pay any penalty.
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How does SQALogic support work ?
As part of the InternLogic Program, SQALogic supports the Intern’s learning, in
particular through the following measures :
• A period of one hour of mentoring each day with a designated mentor and
experienced in the tasks that the Intern must perform;
• Ad hoc contact with experts from the SQALogic Network of Excellence, so that
they can enrich the knowledge of the Intern, through mentorship;
• Support of SQALogic during the execution of the tasks, that is to say that the
Intern has constant and real-time access to the SQALogic team in order to
respond punctually to questions that may arise in the context of his roles and
responsibilities, all through the Microsoft Teams platform;
• Access to educational and training materials available in the SQALogic
Knowledge Base tool.
• Monthly meetings with SQALogic on the progress of the InternLogic Program,
both with the Client and the Intern;
• Adjustments to support based on Customer needs.

Who is the Intern’s employer ?
In order to accommodate different needs, the InternLogic Program is offered in
two formats: Option (A) the Employment Support Package and (B) the
Employment Preparation Package. In Option A, the Client is the employer. Thus,
he assumes all legal responsibilities of the Employer, including the salary of the
Intern. The minimum wage for the Intern is twenty dollars per hour ($ 20.00/hour).
The Client can give better wages and/or additional benefits, but cannot reduce the
minimum wage that all interns enjoy under the InternLogic Program. In contrast,
for Option B, SQALogic is the employer and the Intern is a consultant who performs
a fixed-term mandate for the Client. SQALogic also agrees to offer the same hourly
wage to the Intern. In the second year of a 24-months contract, whether the Intern
works with the Client or with SQALogic, the minimum wage is increased to twentyfive dollars per hour ($ 25.00/hour).
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In both Option A and Option B, the Client is responsible for verifications of the
Intern's on-site presence including background checks and so forth. Under Option
A, the Client must obtain the consent of the Intern and under Option B, these
requirements will need to be identified in a Statement of Work and will be
completed at the Client's expense. The work schedule and required services are
described in a Statement of Work.

What happens if the Client or the Intern decides to end their
participation in the Program ?
The Intern has the legal right to terminate his employment with the Client or
SQALogic, following the generally applicable principles. If the Intern terminates
employment with SQALogic or with the Client, the Statement of Work is
terminated and there are no costs to the Client or to SQALogic. If the Client still
wishes to fill the position, then a new Statement of Work is signed, and the process
must then be restarted with another Intern.
The Client acting as an employer in Package B may also decide to terminate the
Intern's employment, according to generally applicable principles. When such
termination is justified by the circumstances, in particular if the Intern does not
adapt well to the workplace, then the Statement of Work is terminated, and there
is no charge to the Client or to SQALogic. If the Client still wishes to fill the position,
then a new Statement of Work is signed, and the process must then be restarted
with another Intern.
At term of the Preparation for Employment Package (Option A), the Client agrees
to retain the services of the Intern as an employee as outlined in the the service
contract with executed with SQALogic, unless there are valid reasons for its refusal
of hiring. The Client can make a job offer to the Intern at any time, but the job offer
must start after the Package ends, or the Client must buy back the Statement of
Work, as explained in the following section.

What happens if the Intern is “ready” prior to the end of the
agreed contractual term ?
While SQAlogic attempts to determine as accurately as possible the length of
training that is appropriate based on the Client's needs and the Intern's profile, an
Intern may be able to meet the requirements sooner than expected. In this case,
the Client may buy back the Statement of Work for a maximum of twenty-five
thousand dollars ($ 25,000) per year, in proportion to the remaining months.
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Thus, if the Client decides to end the collaboration after seven (7) months, the
Client must pay the following amounts: ($ 25,000 / 12 months) * (12-7) = ($ 25,000
/ 12) * 5 = $ 10,416.67. These fees are used in particular to cover losses associated
with early termination and to reallocate our resources.

What are the responsibilities of the Client and the Intern ?
The responsibilities of each are described in the applicable contracts. At a high
level, the Intern has the following responsibilities :
• The Intern must comply with the policies applicable to his employment, either
with SQALogic or with the Client. When at the Client's workplace, he must
comply with applicable workplace policies, including completing applicable
training.
• The Intern has the same responsibilities as an employee, either with SQALogic
or with the Client. In all cases, the instructions come from the Client and are
communicated to the Intern by the Client-employer or SQALogic-employer,
depending on the package.
• The Intern must be diligent in his communications and respond promptly to
communications from both SQALogic and the Client. He must also participate
in the determination of performance indicators and actively participate in
review sessions of his performance. They should be open to receiving advice
and recommendations to improve their performance, including participating
in mentoring sessions in good faith.
• The Intern cannot hold other jobs, unless these have been approved by the
Client and SQALogic. The Intern must dedicate himself to his learning diligently.
As for the Client, the expectations are as follows :
• When the Intern is at the Client's workplace, the Client must ensure a safe
work environment, both from a psychological and physical point of view. In
addition, the workplace must be free from harassment and discrimination and
appropriate measures must be implemented in relation to the health crisis, all
in accordance with the directives of the authorities.
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• The Client must contribute to the training of the Intern, in particular through
constructive criticism and through the establishment of performance
indicators. The Client must clearly communicate his expectations and provide
relevant feedback, particularly with regard to performance indicators. Weekly
meetings, mandatory during the first months, will be coordinated between the
Client and the Intern so that the latter is guided during his integration. These
meetings may be spaced out and thus become bimonthly or monthly, all by
mutual agreement between the three parties as the mandate progresses.
• The Client must respond to communications from the Intern and SQALogic
within an acceptable timeframe and provide relevant feedback on the
performance of the Intern with SQALogic, so that SQALogic can adjust the
services offered to the Intern, depending on the performance of the latter.
• The Client must meet with SQALogic monthly to ensure the smooth running of
the services.
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What are the applicable fees ?
In the case of Option A, the Apprentice is the employee of the Client, and thus the
salary of the Apprentice is covered by the Client independently. The fees to be
paid to SQALogic for the InternLogic Program are thirty dollars per hour worked
by the Apprentice (30.00 $ / hour) in the first 12-month period, and twenty-five
dollars per hour worked by the Intern following this initial 12-month period for the
duration of the mandate (25.00 $ / hour).
In the case of Package B, the Apprentice is an employee of SQALogic, and the fees
to be paid include the salary deferred by SQALogic for the Apprentice who is
assigned to the Client's services for the duration of the Statement of Work. Thus,
the Client must defer a fee of sixty dollars per hour worked by the Apprentice
(60.00 $ / hour).
Option 1
SQALogic

Option 2
Client

Contractual obligation as an
employer amounts to :

SQALogic

Client

Pricing details

$ 60/hour service charge
paid to SQALogic
Including $ 20/hour paid to
the intern

$ 50/hour
Including $ 30/hour in service
charges and $ 20/hour for
the intern's salary

Price change in the second
year
(If two-year contract)

$ 60/hour service charge
paid to SQALogic
Including $ 25/hour paid to
the intern

$ 25/hour service charge + $
25/hour for the intern

Retention clause / bonus

No retention guarantee

Yes, if the client wishes to
add one to his employment
contract

Hours and service

Schedules and service
provision must be approved
and managed by SQALogic

Hours and services are
entirely the responsibility of
the Client

Employer
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Fees are non-refundable and non-cancellable for the duration of the contract. If
the Client decides to terminate the statement of services applicable to an Intern
without cause, a termination fee of $ 25,000 is applicable for each year remaining
in the statement of services, all in proportion to the remaining months, if
applicable. For example, if the Client decides to end the collaboration after 7
months, he will owe the following amount: ($ 25,000 / 12 months) * (12-7) = ($
25,000 / 12) * 5 = 10,416, 67 or $ 10,417. These termination fees are not fines but
liquidated damages corresponding to the termination costs that we will incur in
the event of termination without cause.

You have more questions ?
Visit our website or contact us via email.
Website – SQALogic.com
Email – info@SQALogic.com
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